Gravity waves (disturbances to the density structure of the atmosphere whose restoring forces are gravity and buoyancy) comprise the principal form of energy exchange between the lower and upper atmosphere. Wave breaking drives the mean upper atmospheric circulation, determining boundary conditions to stratospheric processes, which in turn influence tropospheric weather and climate patterns on various spatial and temporal scales. Despite their recognized importance, very little is known about upper-level gravity wave characteristics. The knowledge gap is mainly due to lack of global, high-resolution observations from currently available satellite observing systems. Consequently, representations of wave-related processes in global models are crude, highly parameterized, and poorly constrained, limiting the description of various processes influenced by them. Here we highlight, through a series of examples, the unanticipated ability of the Day/Night Band (DNB) on the NOAA/NASA Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership environmental satellite to resolve gravity structures near the mesopause via nightglow emissions at unprecedented subkilometric detail. On moonless nights, the Day/Night Band observations provide all-weather viewing of waves as they modulate the nightglow layer located near the mesopause (∼90 km above mean sea level). These waves are launched by a variety of physical mechanisms, ranging from orography to convection, intensifying fronts, and even seismic and volcanic events. Crossreferencing the Day/Night Band imagery with conventional thermal infrared imagery also available helps to discern nightglow structures and in some cases to attribute their sources. The capability stands to advance our basic understanding of a critical yet poorly constrained driver of the atmospheric circulation.
Suomi NPP | VIIRS | Day/Night Band | nocturnal observations | airglow G ravity waves (1) play a central role in the atmospheric circulation (2-4) at space and time scales ranging from regional weather to global climate (5) . The momentum imparted by wave breaking modulates the upper atmospheric wind flow, which in turn influences weather and climate patterns through myriad coupling processes (6) . Examples include the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation, which modulates monsoonal precipitation (7) and midlatitude storm tracks (6) , the Brewer-Dobson circulation, which governs stratospheric ozone transport, and the Semi-Annual Oscillation, which links to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (8) and to high-latitude climatology (9) . These waves also influence the formation and properties of polar stratospheric clouds (10) . Waveinduced disturbance of ionospheric structure (11) impacts global positioning system (GPS) performance, linking these remote waves to practical aspects of everyday life.
Addressing the high uncertainties in the atmospheric circulation response to external forcing (12) will require better abilities to model the fully coupled system. Improved representation of gravity wave forcing mechanisms, global distribution, space/time evolution, and momentum deposition processes is of prime importance to middle-to-upper atmospheric circulation (13, 14) . As numerical models extend their upper bounds (>100 km) and increase their horizontal spatial resolution to capture the full circulation, they are beginning to resolve the subgrid-scale details of mesospheric waves (15) . However, these numerical models lack the observations necessary to constrain and improve upon gravity wave drag parameterizations, resulting in possible misrepresentation of important gravity wave processes. Hence there is a clear and pressing need for high-resolution, global observations of the transient and episodic gravity wave spectrum reaching the upper atmosphere (16) . Whereas satellite-based measurements have helped to construct a global climatology of gravity waves in the middle stratosphere (30-40 km), such detailed global information about waves reaching the upper mesosphere is unavailable (17, 18) . The data gap has limited substantive progress in a critical area.
Here we show how the nadir-viewing Day/Night Band (DNB) radiometer on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP; hereafter, Suomi) satellite (19) holds promise for beginning to fill this gap, offering a unique ability to resolve the finescale horizontal structure (at ∼0.74-km resolution) of gravity waves near the mesopause (∼90 km) globally via sensing of nocturnal atmospheric airglow (or "nightglow"; 20) emissions on moonless nights. We present representative DNB imagery examples of waves launched by a variety of physical mechanisms: isolated and organized convection, topography, jet instabilities, and a volcanic eruption. This windfall capability arises from the DNB's extreme sensitivity to low-level light and holds potentially
Significance
As an unforeseen windfall of its high sensitivity, the Day/Night Band (DNB) low-light visible sensor carried on the Suomi satellite enables global detection of gravity waves in the upper atmosphere at unprecedented subkilometric detail. On moonless nights, the observations provide all-weather viewing of waves as they modulate the nightglow layer located near the mesopause. These waves are launched by a variety of mechanisms ranging from orography to convection, intensifying fronts, and seismic and volcanic events. Wave energy is recognized as the principal driver of upper atmospheric circulation, which in turn influences tropospheric weather patterns. For lack of global observations, information about upper atmospheric wave distribution and character is limited. Here, the DNB begins to fill a critical gap. broad implications for model handling of a key atmospheric energy transfer process.
Wading into the Deep End of the Atmospheric Wave Pool
Earth-viewing satellites provide the best means of yielding global observations of high-altitude gravity waves. Since the 1960s, satellites have characterized gravity wave distributions in the middle atmosphere (21) (22) (23) . Whereas nadir-viewing infrared sounders, which offer much higher horizontal spatial resolution (∼10 km) than limb sounders and GPS radio occultation systems (∼100 km), have provided a global climatology of stratospheric gravity waves, corresponding high-resolution observations of waves occurring at mesospheric levels and above have not been available on a regular basis.
Nightglow offers a unique perspective on gravity waves that reach higher altitudes-with strongest emissions near the 85-to 95-km mesopause region. As waves forced by various mechanisms in the lower atmosphere propagate through the middle atmosphere, they will break (sometimes forming secondary waves), be absorbed, reflected, ducted, or pass through according to complex interactions determined by wave properties and the profile of temperature and wind (6) . Propagation times can vary greatly depending on wave frequency and wave-relative winds, but typical values of troposphere-to-mesopause times are on the order of 1 h (24)-implying that meteorological sources (e.g., thunderstorms) may have evolved considerably before the first signs of waves appear in the nightglow. As gravity waves pass through or are ducted along the mesopause, they perturb the local temperature and density, modulating the intensity of nightglow emissions occurring there. The result is a signature of the waves themselves through rippling patterns of visible light.
A host of legacy satellite systems (25) (26) (27) (28) has provided coarseresolution descriptions of airglow structure with information mainly on low-amplitude, long-wavelength gravity waves. Among them, the OGO-4 satellite (29) was the first to collect information on broad-scale (∼1000-km) regions of enhanced nightglow. However, these previous systems failed to capture the finer-scale structures (<500 km) that are of prime interest to model validation and parameterization needs. Doing so requires high-resolution nadirviewing systems, capable of contending with much weaker (smaller optical paths) nightglow signals and possible background light contamination.
The current state-of-the-art in nightglow measurement is the Ionosphere, Mesosphere, upper Atmosphere, and Plasmasphere mapping mission (IMAP; 30) flying on the International Space Station. IMAP carries a Visible and near-Infrared Spectrographic Imager (VISI), a 45°fore/aft nadir-viewing radiometer that observes mesoscale nightglow features in multiple bands and at horizontal spatial resolution ranging from 16 to 50 km. This system approaches what is needed to capture fine-scale gravity wave structures from the equator up to midlatitudes (+/−51°). Beyond the 3-y IMAP/VISI mission, however, the community is left with few options for accumulating a long-term global description of the full upper atmospheric gravity wave spectrum.
Suomi Makes a Splash with Global Nightglow Imagery
The NOAA/NASA Suomi satellite has produced a "cannonball splash" of sorts into the atmospheric wave pool. Launched on 28 October 2011 as the first of NOAA's next-generation Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) operational program, Suomi flies in an 834-km altitude Sun-synchronous orbit (∼102-min orbital period) with local equatorial crossing times of ∼0130 PM (ascending) and 0130 AM (descending). It carries a Day/Night Band (DNB) sensor as part of its Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS). The DNB is optimized for imaging the nocturnal surface and lower atmosphere at extremely low levels of light within its 505-to 890-nm band pass (19) . An unanticipated advantage of its sensitivity is an ability to detect nightglow emissions on moon-free, astronomically dark nights (31) from its 824-km vantage point. The signals, ranging from 10 −5 to 10 −7 W m −2 sr −1 (∼100 times fainter than substantially moonlit scenes) manifest both as direct upwelling emission and reflection by underlying clouds and the surface. Thermal infrared window bands included on VIIRS provide a means for decoupling the two components.
The DNB captures the fine-scale details of gravity waves at unprecedentedly high horizontal spatial resolution (742 m across a 3000-km-wide swath). The sensor collects data via a whiskbroomscanning pattern using 16 detectors, with scans oriented perpendicular to the direction of satellite motion. Each scan of this detector stack forms an ∼12-km in-track swath, and adjacent scans are ∼1.78 s apart. The horizontal spatial resolution of DNB imagery is maintained at a value of ∼0.74 km across the entire swath (i.e., from nadir to scan edge) via a scan-angle-dependent subpixel aggregation strategy. The ability of the DNB to resolve short horizontal wavelengths is important because it is believed that these waves carry most of the vertical flux of horizontal momentum. In terms of vertical resolution, the DNB's ability to detect nightglow waves is governed by the optical path through a geometrically thin (∼10 km) layer of nightglow (comprised of emissions from atomic oxygen, sodium, and hydroxyl radicals) located near the mesopause. Similar to ground-based airglow imagers, this finite emission layer geometry provides detection of vertical wavelengths of >10 km. Owing to Suomi's polar-orbiting geometry and the DNB's large swath width, additional coverage from adjacent, overlapping orbital passes increases with increasing latitude.
The waves are launched by a variety of different mechanisms (4), including topography, convection, fronts, jet imbalance (32), wind shear, and secondary wave generation (33) . When coupled with atmospheric dissipation processes, these mechanisms yield a wide array of wave characteristics, appearing at times as distinct and regular patterns of alternating bright and dark bands and at other times as very complex patterns arising from wave interactions. The examples to follow provide a sampling of the diverse gravity wave structures seen in DNB nightglow imagery and point toward the potential of these unique observations to address critical gaps in current knowledge, resolving the highamplitude, shorter-wavelength details of the gravity wave spectrum residing above the stratosphere.
Orography. Gravity waves associated with flow over orography (mountain waves) are an important seasonal source of upper atmospheric energy (34) . Global statistics on stratospheric waves from AIRS (18) show seasonally dependent regions of wave generation linked to both major barriers (e.g., the Rocky Mountains of North America, the Andes of South America, the Antarctic Peninsula, and the Himalayas) and isolated features (e.g., South Georgia Island and the Kerguelen Islands in the Southern Ocean; 35). In some cases, particularly during winter, largeamplitude mountain waves reach the mesosphere (36) . The DNB begins to answer long-standing questions regarding what fraction of the mountain wave distribution survives the traverse of the stratosphere to reach and influence the upper atmospheric circulation and chemistry.
Many of the world's most important sources of mountain waves are remote and thus poorly observed by surface-based instrumentation. An example of nightglow gravity waves above the Himalaya Ridge and Tibetan Plateau is shown in Fig. 1 (with accompanying analysis in Fig. S1 ). Without time-resolved observations to confirm a terrain-locked wave pattern, we considered the local wind field as a way of asserting these features to be mountain waves. Winds from European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis (MERRA) model reanalyses near ridge tops are southwesterly and perpendicular to the observed wave crests. Given the observation of westerly stratospheric winds in this region, the model data support the possibility that these are mountain waves. The waves are far removed from the bright city lights emanating from the densely populated Indian districts. VIIRS thermal infrared imagery (Fig. 1A) shows the location of meteorological clouds in the scene, which is useful in cross-referencing with DNB nightglow imagery (Fig. 1B) to identify the wave structures visually. Observations of mountain waves over this largely inaccessible area are rare. The top-down satellite perspective provides a far more practical means to gathering the information remotely.
Moist Convection. Thunderstorms trigger a broad spectrum of gravity waves via latent heat release and interactions with the mean flow (37) . In the early spring and fall, when wind speeds and shear in the middle atmosphere are at a climatological minimum (38) , the initial structure of the waves is preserved, resulting in concentric rings of nightglow (39) . Fig. 2 shows an example of DNB-observed concentric gravity waves associated with a nocturnal thunderstorm in southern Texas. These ripples of enhanced nightglow, verified by surface networks (Fig. S2) , continue well beyond the extent of the storm's anvil clouds (seen via reflection of downwelling nightglow). Typical wavelengths for such events fall in the range of ∼20-30 km. In the presence of wind shear, the rings are morphed into asymmetric, banded, or linearly oriented patterns (40) . The DNB provides a more complete picture of these structures than surface-based systems, particularly for cloudy scenes or remote regions (e.g., Fig. S3 , which shows similar waves launched by a strong cell over Bangladesh, coupled with surface photography of the event).
The organized convection of tropical cyclones triggers waves observable in nightglow as well (41, 42) . Fig. 3 shows an example of waves associated with Hurricane Ana near Hawaii. The DNB imagery reveals a series of westward propagating waves advancing ahead of the system. Concurrent (within 15 min) AIRSderived temperature perturbations show similar wave structures reside in the midstratosphere at this time. The emergence of these waves gives clues to the timing of latent heat release and insight on evolving warm core dynamics, including storm organization and cycling (43) Fig. S4 )-relationships between wave morphology and storm behavior/ evolution are science questions now enabled by these high-resolution DNB observations. Jet Instabilities. Processes related to jet imbalance and wind shear instability associated with the strong, rapidly evolving jet streams of intensifying cold fronts are well-known sources for gravity waves (32, 44) . Although typically weaker than their orographic cousins, the aggregate contribution of these gravity waves to the global distribution of energy and momentum flux may be comparable (45) . However, the exact mechanisms responsible for wave launching are not well understood and are difficult to evaluate without a robust observational database. Due to the large spatial extent of jet streams and the extensive cloud cover often associated with them, only a very limited collection of surface-based gravity wave observations exists (46) . Here, the DNB's unobstructed top-down view can begin to close the wide observational gap. Fig. 4 shows gravity waves generated in association with a strong wintertime midlatitude storm system. At the time of the Suomi overpass, the low-level central circulation of this system (seen by clouds reflecting downwelling nightglow in Fig. 4A) is offshore of the central coast of California. To the west and in the cold sector of the storm, strong northerly winds are seen to orient low-level clouds into "streets" along the flow. DNBobserved gravity waves in nightglow (Fig. 4A , within green contour) are seen to orient transversely to the jet stream flow, which included a model-analyzed 140-kt (72 m/s) core jet streak (Fig.  4B) . In this way, the DNB provides unique information on the detailed morphologies of mesospheric gravity waves occurring over the world's large oceanic basins.
Upper Atmospheric Dynamics. Many DNB-observed nightglow wave features have no obvious ties to lower atmospheric forcing (e.g., produce a readily identifiable signature in nightglow emissions (47) . From a surface observer's perspective, the visual appearance of a bore's passage entails a sudden brightening of the night sky (the "bright night" effect; 48), followed by a sharp wave front associated with the hydraulic jump, and finally a series of linearly oriented alternating bright and dark bands (49) . This trailing wave pattern, the bore's principle mechanism for energy dissipation, is phase-locked to the hydraulic jump. Fig. 5 shows examples of classic bore-induced nightglow signatures seen in DNB imagery over Mexico and Iran. Consistent with the idealized structure described above, the southward propagating bores appear as broad, diffuse regions of elevated nightglow brightness to the south (the "bright night"), followed by sudden discontinuity (the hydraulic jump) and a series of sharply defined east/west-oriented waves trailing off to the north. With its high spatial resolution and wide swath, the DNB provides a fully contiguous synoptic-scale view of these important energy dissipation processes occurring worldwide in the upper atmosphere.
Seismic and Volcanic Activity. The examples above have followed a "ground-up" progression of wave-launching mechanisms (from orography, to convective systems and dynamics of the troposphere, to processes occurring in the upper atmosphere). It seems only fitting to close this discussion by returning to terra firma and noting the remarkable teleconnections that can occur between the tenuous upper atmosphere and geophysical processes of the solid earth. Although the 2011 Tōhoku Earthquake and tsunami in Japan occurred over 8 mo before first light imagery from the DNB, surface-based sensors in Hawaii detected a wave train associated with the propagating tsunami, pointing toward a potential role of spaceborne nightglow sensing in detection and early warning (50) . The DNB data are being monitored for seismic-related nightglow stimulation.
If tsunami-generated disturbances on the order of only a few centimeters in amplitude can elicit a nightglow response, it stands to reason that powerful point-source events such as volcanic eruptions might do the same. The DNB finally confirmed this hypothesis on 23 April 2015, the first to our knowledge known spaceborne measurement of its kind, when Chile's Calbuco volcano erupted in Plinian fashion, ejecting an ash plume into the stratosphere and forming a concentric-ring gravity wave pattern in the nightglow above the eruption site. The structure of the waves is reminiscent to that formed by strong tropospheric convection. Fig. 6 shows the Suomi perspective on the ash plume and corresponding nightglow wave pattern emanating from the Calbuco volcano epicenter. In its ability to detect pyroclastic flows via light emission, ash plumes via lunar reflectance (19) , and, as now shown, perturbations to the nightglow layer during strong eruptions, the DNB offers a powerful assortment of monitoring and diagnostic tools. In both cases, the very well defined nightglow wave patterns are oriented linearly along the trailing edge of these southward propagating bores, with the discontinuity between the wave train and the diffuse bright region demarcating the location of the hydraulic jump.
Interpretational Caveats
As the DNB was never designed with nightglow imaging in mind, the observations are not optimized to such applications. This presents several challenges to interpretation and quantitative algorithms for wave identification and warrants a tempered discussion of the limitations. The first of these involves the weakness of signal. Nightglow emissions reside typically 1-2 orders of magnitude below the notional minimum detectable signal of the DNB (defined for a signal-to-noise ratio >5 at scan edge). When analyzing signals so very close to the noise floor, artifacts considered as negligible within the context of the scoped DNB applications become important factors. Differences in the response between the DNB's detectors produce striping patterns oriented along the cross-track scan direction. Small timing errors in the data collection give rise to regular patterns that are most prominent near scan edge. Departures from the prelaunch calibration coefficients produce a false limb brightening that requires monthly adjustment. Stray light contamination (unshielded sunlight leakage into the VIIRS optical assembly which feeds into the DNB) produces a scan-line-oriented brightening near Suomi's day/night terminator crossings that migrates meridionally with the seasons. Software corrections have been introduced to mitigate for these effects, but some residual artifacts remain. Scan geometry and interpretive vigilance near the scan edge and in the stray light zones suffices in most cases for distinguishing visually between true signal and artifact. As seen in most of the examples, the nightglow gravity wave features are often superimposed upon much stronger background signals. As the DNB was designed for cloud and surface imaging, it senses in a clean spectral window of high atmospheric transmittance (∼80-90%). This presents specific challenges to isolating nightglow features riding atop various reflective and emissive sources in the lower atmosphere and at the surface. Meteorological clouds and high-albedo surfaces reflect downwelling nightglow. These features are discernible in most of the DNB imagery examples shown here. Additionally, anthropogenic lighting (cities, roadways, ship lights, and gas flares) and transient sources of natural light from lightning flashes, fires, and aurora at higher latitudes dominate the signal whenever they are present, obscuring any faint nightglow gravity wave features. The wave features also fade in the vicinity of aurora.
Typical DNB nightglow imagery is thus far more complex than measurements collected in parts of the spectrum where the lower atmosphere is opaque or for surface-based, upward viewing systems where information on the position of individual stars and the diffuse brightness of the Milky Way are well inventoried. Whereas the wave structures are plainly evident to the human eye, extracting them via objective pattern recognition algorithms and filters poses a greater challenge. Simple background subtraction, a standard practice for the atmospherically opaque bands of AIRS (18) and for upward pointing terrestrial systems, is only possible for a small subset of DNB observations collected over relatively cloud-free oceanic scenes. Algorithms based on 2D Fourier Transform image analysis and enlisting information on the background cloud cover, surface type, and stable terrestrial lights are currently in development for the DNB.
Finally, there is the limitation of temporal sampling. Nightglow imaging from the DNB is possible only in the astronomically dark portion of Suomi's orbit (solar zenith angles exceeding 109°so as to avoid contamination by twilight). This precludes diurnal sampling of wave activity. Furthermore, not all astronomically dark nights offer sufficiently low background; moonlit scenes may exceed 100 times that of nightglow emissions, thus saturating any gravity wave details. The data collections are thus limited to moonless nights, which for the Suomi orbit corresponds to a ∼2-wk period spanning roughly two nights after Last Quarter until two nights after First Quarter lunar phase. During these periods, nightglow gravity wave structures appear regularly within DNB imagery. However, we are left with corresponding ∼2-wk gaps defined by the ∼29.5-d lunar cycle. Per the geometry of the seasons and day length, at high latitudes there are prolonged gaps in nightglow monitoring in the summer, with corresponding periods of sustained coverage in the winter.
Glowing Ripple Effect-Lighting a Path Ahead
Suomi's DNB has exhibited an unexpected capability to detect gravity waves occurring globally at the mesopause via nightglow emission signatures for moonless nighttime scenes. A unique advantage of the DNB is its ability to resolve subkilometer-scale structural details of waves that typically cannot be observed regularly from the surface due to cloud obscuration, their spatial extent, or their remote nature. In this way, the DNB helps to address a key observational gap. Whereas their utility for improving model gravity wave parameterizations in the near-term is unlikely, these observations will at a minimum tell more about the distribution and character of mesospheric gravity waves. The longterm compilation of DNB data from both Suomi and the forthcoming JPSS constellation members (a series running through 2025) holds greater promise to improve our general understanding of wave-energy impacts on general circulation and climate.
Formalizing and advancing this demonstrated nightglow capability (among the myriad other utilities of nighttime visible-light sensing) on next-generation satellite observing systems warrants consideration. A disadvantage of the DNB with respect to surface systems is a background complicated by terrestrial light reflection and emission signals. Whereas the DNB's spectral response offers partial overlap with the spectrum of nightglow emission, stronger hydroxyl emissions in the Meinel band reside at slightly longer wavelengths of the near-infrared. A nadir-viewing instrument of similar or improved sensitivity to the DNB, tuned to the nightglow emissions, would further improve detection. Such a sensor could take advantage of the relatively opaque water vapor absorption bands located near 1.15, 1.40, and 1.85 μm to suppress contributions from reflective and nonnightglow emissive sources in the lower atmosphere and at the surface, simplifying the task of wave identification.
As noted, a key limitation of the DNB on its current platform is poor temporal sampling. Due to Suomi's Sun-synchronous polar orbit, low to midlatitude regions receive only 1-2 observations per night. DNB nightglow imagery provides only a snapshot of the ephemeral scene and thus cannot describe the details of fine-scale wave propagation. Time-resolved information on the order of 1-10 min is necessary to characterize adequately the evolution and phase speed of the waves and understand wave interactions within the upper atmosphere (39) . A future geostationary-based system-one coupling nightglow-sensitive visible/near-infrared with the middlewave infrared bands used for stratospheric wave detection-would enable high temporal sampling and a true quantum leap in our ability to characterize the 3D, transient behavior of upper atmospheric gravity waves. Such a system would also expand the portions of nights observable under astronomically dark conditions. The caveats mentioned above do little to temper the excitement surrounding the potential for these new observations to make an impact. At this very early stage, the DNB's unforeseen capabilities resemble more of a diamond in the rough-a raw but promising nuance to measurements collected on the darkest nights. Even so, this nightglow wave imagery already sparkles with potentially valuable information content. A global, statistical analysis of the multiyear time series of DNB nightglow imagery amassed to date is an important next step to capitalizing on this opportunity. With refinement and further advances to satellite-based low-light technology, we may one day look back and regard the DNB not only as a gem in its own right, but as part of the foundation to our understanding of the full atmospheric circulation.
